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Abstract. Additive manufacturing has opened up new opportunities for material-
based design and optimization, with lattice materials being a key area of interest.
Lattice materials can exhibit superb physical properties, such as high thermal con-
ductivity and excellent energy absorption, and be designed to meet specific design
objectives. However, optimizing the use of these materials requires considering
geometric constraints and loading conditions. This research explores stress-driven
multi-agent system (MAS) to achieve high-performance lattice infilling. The von
Mises stress and principal stress are investigated as the infilling environments as
they are typical failure evaluation criteria. The feasibility of these approaches is
demonstrated through a case study of sport helmet design, where MAS is used to
generate conformal lattice structures that meet functional and fabrication require-
ments. The density distribution and arrangement direction of lattice units are effec-
tively controlled in physical fields. The results demonstrate that both von Mises
stress field and principal stress field-driven methods can improve the stiffness
of helmets compared to the method that only considers geometrical conformity
under the same mass. The paper concludes that stress-driven lattice infilling has
the potential to revolutionize material-based design and optimization in additive
manufacturing.

Keywords: Conformal design · Lattice material-based design · Stress-field
driven agent system · Design for additive manufacturing

1 Introduction

Material development is crucial to optimize product performance, especially for
lightweight and customization [1–3]. Additive manufacturing has opened up new oppor-
tunities for material-based design and optimization [4]. With designing the morphology
of lattice units, lattice material can exhibit superb physical properties that serve differ-
ent design objectives, such as negative Poisson’s ratio, high thermal conductivity, good
stiffness, and excellent energy absorption [5]. However, maximizing the utilization of
lattice materials under geometric constraints and work conditions can be a challenge.
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Loading impact and geometric restrictions are two essential factors that affect
the mechanical performance of lattice structures [6]. To address loading impact, two
approaches can be taken for lattice infilling: changing the relative density or population
orientation. For instance, Wang et al. varied the relative density of cells to resist load-
ing impacts [7]. Stephen et al. constructed principal stress trajectories to infill lattice
material graded spatially based on lattice cell orientation [8]. When dealing with geo-
metric restrictions, spatial tessellation is often used to discretize design domains, such
as sphere packing and meshing methods [9]. Although many schemes for conformal
lightweight design have been proposed, they have yet to be implemented in product
design effectively. Moreover, previous studies often overlook the limitations of additive
manufacturing. The mechanical performance of lattice structures is greatly influenced
by the minimizing feature size, and accurate porosity control is necessary for lattice
infilling.

To overcome these challenges, a multi-agent system (MAS) could be a promising
solution for high-performance lattice infilling. The high adaptability of generative com-
plexity makes it possible for MAS to generate conformal, functional lattice structures
[10–12]. As an integration of numerous intelligent entities, MAS can sense different
parameters and perform designated actions in physical fields [13]. For lattice infilling,
the von Mises stress field and principal stress field can be regarded as perceived envi-
ronments for regulating relative density and population orientation, respectively. The
pore size of lattice material may be effectively controlled by regulating the movement
of agents.

This paper illustrates a case study of sport helmet design in order to explore vari-
ous lattice infilling methods based on stress-driven MAS. The MAS tessellates design
domains into numerous cells to infill the lattice, achieving a conformal lattice struc-
ture that satisfies the functional requirements. Agents tessellate design domains under
a scalar field by von Mises stress and a vector field by principal stress, respectively.
The sport helmets are reformed using customized lattice material, and the feasibility of
designmethods is demonstrated by compressive testing to improve stiffness. The density
distribution and arrangement direction of the lattice units are effectively controlled in
physical fields.

2 Design Methodology

This work illustrates stress-field-driven lattice infilling methods using sport helmets as
examples, since porous lattice structures not only meet customized functions in prac-
tical scenarios but also guarantee breathability. This method may improve the wearing
experience of users. Additionally, AM accelerates the progress of customized design
and fabrication [14]. An integrated approach is proposed here to address material-driven
reforming design, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.1 Tailoring Free Shape Modelling and Defining the Functional Requirement

For custom-fit sport helmets, the first requirement is to ensure a conformable interaction
when users wear helmets. The second requirement is to thicken an inner shell structure
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Fig. 1. Design framework

in a parametric manner. The method relies on 3D scanning to customize helmet lines to
best fit each user’s head, avoiding the limitations of standard helmets’ sizes and fitting.

Fig. 2. Custom-fit helmet shell

A digital head model is taken as a design reference [16], as shown in Fig. 2. The
morphology of the inner layer is consistent with the contour of the headmodel. The inner
shell is scaled outward for a thickened shell. Three parameters are defined to control
the size of the outer layers. The mass center of the sport helmet is regarded as the scale
center, and the outer layer is scaled based on X-Y, Y-Z, X-Z plane, as shown in Fig. 3.
This method enables the design of customized helmets without uncomfortable pressure
points and adapts to individual differences.

The functional requirements of the sport helmet are defined according to its applica-
tion scenario. Structure stiffness is regarded as the optimization target. It is assumed that
the load condition of the sports helmet is based on a standard compressive test. The inner
layer is numerically analyzed as it directly interacts with the head model. The analysis
result is used to refine both von Mises stress data and principal stress data.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, a 1mm displacement is imposed on the inner shell at the
yellow label, and blue labels are set as fixed supports. Owing to the size limitation of
available 3D printers and testing devices in our lab, the helmet samples are fabricated
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Fig. 3. Scaling shell structure

Fig. 4. Load and boundary condition for sport helmets

with scaled dimensions. The small displacement ensures the shell structure is in the
elastic deformation. FormLab3 white resin is selected as the fabricated material. Its
mechanical properties are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Material properties

Density Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio Yield strength

1100kg/m^3 251.4MPa 0.23 38.303 MPa

Static structural analysis is executed in ANSYS workbench. Von Mises stress data
and principal stress data at each node are exported, as seen in Fig. 5. Both types of data
are regarded as the simulated environment for the agent system in next stage.

a) b)

Fig. 5. The results of finite element analysis a von Mises stress data b Principal stress data
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2.2 Field-Driven Agent System

Multi-agent systems driven by stress field divide design domains into cells for infilling
lattice, achieving a desired conformal lattice structure satisfying function requirements.
In material mechanics, there are two typical stress types, von Mises stress and Principal
Stress, adapting to different failuremechanisms. The former considers shear stress failure
based on the Distortion Energy theory, while the latter adapts to normal stress failure
according to the Maximum Normal stress theory. In this paper, the field-driven method
based on both types of stresses is discussed.

2.2.1 Von Mises Field Driven Conformal Design

Von Mises stress is an equivalent stress based on shear strain energy, which can reflect
stress intensity suffered by given components, as follows:

σs =
√

(σ1−σ2)
2+(σ2−σ3)

2+(σ3−σ1)
2

2
(1)

where,σ1, σ2, σ3 donate the first, second and third principal stress, respectively.σsmeans
von Mises stress.

In this strategy, the notion of circle packing is introduced for conformally tessellating
the shell structure. Each agent is regarded as a sphere and then disturbs the shell structure
without overlapping while the size of spheres decreases as the intensity of von Mises
stress increases. The sphere’s center is used to construct lattice frames. The image pack-
ing algorithm developed by Daniel Pike is employed for regulating the nodes density
of lattice, which is realized by Kangaroo, a plugin in Grasshopper™ in the Rhinoceros
software package® (Robert McNeel & Associates, Seattle, USA). Here, it establishes
a mapping relationship between brightness and von Mises stress intensity, as seen in
Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Mapping von Mises stress to Color

Brightness decreases as the intensity of von Mises stress increases. And bilinear
interpolation is used to evaluate the colorTB by four known color values color1B, color

2
B,

color3B, and color4B.

colorTB = w1 × color1B + w2 × color2B
+w3 × color3B + w4 × color4B

(2)

wi = Areawi
Areatotal

i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (3)
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In addition, the minimum size of the sphere can be regulated for guaranteeing
successful manufacturing.

The agents by von Mises stress are following the below behavior principles:

• Behavior 1: Regulating sphere size based on the intensity of a brightness field
• Behavior 2: Separating the agent when the sphere collides with others
• Behavior 3: Only moving on the shell structure
• Behavior 4: Controlling the minimum sphere size for manufacturing restrictions

The specific design procedure can refer to [15]. Finally, all the nodes are used to
generate Voronoi or Delaunay wireframes, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Sphere packing driven by von Mises stress field

2.2.2 Principal Stress Driven Conformal Design

Principal stress is a vector, which can reflect the load transfer mechanism. Brandmaier
et al. introduced the effect of the principal stress direction: when the orientation of bars
is along principal stress directions in the frame, each bar can suffer the minimum shear
stress so as for high stiffness structure [16]. The distribution density of principal stress
trajectories reflects the stress intensity and the direction of principal stress represents the
effect direction of principal stress. The trajectories guide the generation of truss-based
structure.

By finite analysis method, three principal vectors at each node are solved as follows:
⎡
⎣

σx − λ1 τyx τzy

τxy σy − λ2 τzy

τxz τyz σz − λ3

⎤
⎦ × vprincipalj = 0 × vprincipalj �= 0 j = 1, 2, 3 (4)

The σ and τ are the normal stress and shear stress at each node, the eigenvector in
three directions is donated as vprincipalj .

The principal stress trajectory starts from a seed point Pseed on the domain, the seed
point move within the stress field until the point is out of the domain. In eachmoving, the
point will find the nearest FEA node then move along with the principal stress direction
that approximates to the pervious moving direction, as below:

Pi+1 = Pi + � · vprincipalj (5)
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Pi is current position of the agent,� is a constant, denoted to a moving step. vprincipalj
is the principal vector of the node nearest to the Pi.

The agent by principal stress field is following:

• Behavior 1: Moving along the principal stress vector from the closest node
• Behavior 2: Recording the moving trajectories of each agent
• Behavior 3: Tessellating the shell guiding by each agent trajectories

Here, it uses Quad Remesh, a Grasshopper component, to divide the shell of sports
helmets into quadrilateral panels under the guidance of principal stress trajectories.
Finally, each panel is transformed into an infilling cell by Pufferfish, an open-source
plugin of Grasshopper™, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Principal stress driven lattice infilling

3 Physical Experiment and Discussion

The abovementioned wireframes are transferred into solid model by Dendro, an open-
source plugin for Grasshopper™. All optimized helmet samples are fabricated by
Stereo lithographyAppearance (SLA) on FormLab3 and conducted compressive tests on
SanSiZongHeng universal testing machines to verify the advantages of the twomethods.

Fig. 9. Compressive testing

The experiment aims to demonstrate whether conformal gradient lattice infilling can
improve the stiffness of sports helmets, as shown in Fig. 9. The lattice sport helmet only
considering geometric conformal infilling is regarded as a comparative group. A just
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geometric conformal helmet is generated directly by Quad Remesh component without
the guidance of any curves. The displacement of 1mm/min is imposed on all the samples
and the Force-Distance curves are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. The force-displacement curves of all samples

Compressive tests were performed by the proposed method and the results were
illustrated as shown in Table 2. The weight of all the samples was controlled at 8.00 g. A
Force-Displacement curve is obtained by three points bending experiments. According
to the results of experiments, the linear stiffnesses of all simples are calculated with
following Eq. (6):

k = �F
�δ

(6)

where, k is denoted by linear stiffness. F is a force suffered by samples, and δ is a
displacement produced by the force. �F/�δ is the slope of the force-displacement
curve when the linear elastic deformation happens. The displacements at 0.5–0.6 mm
and their responding forces are used for calculating the linear stiffness of samples, as
illustrated in Table 2. Each structure produced five samples for comparison.

By comparison, it was found that samples vM-Voronoi, vM-Delaunay, and PS-Edge
increase linear stiffness by over 0.6 times over geometric conformal lattice structures.
This demonstrates that gradient lattice structure benefits stiffness optimization. Theo-
retically, the principal stress-driven method can present higher mechanical performance
than the von Mises stress-driven method. Because the von Mises-driven method prefers
to solve local stress concentration and achieves a gradient distribution of lattice mate-
rial, whereas principal stress trajectories take the load transfer mechanism into account
and regulate both lattice density and orientation. However, the results show that the von
Mises stress-driven method has the highest linear stiffness among all samples. The main
reason for this is that it adds an exponential factor to reinforce the effect range of the von
Mises stress field, and then make the density distribution of lattice material reasonable,
as referred to (15).

Another important consideration when infilling the lattice material is its anisotropy,
especially when using the principal stress-driven method. In Group 1 and Group 2,
two types of lattice structures were used: PS-Edge and GC-Edge, which are edge-cubic
lattices, and PS-BCC and GC-BCC, which are body center cubic lattices. The edge-
cubic lattice is 90° orthotropic, which allows stress transfer direction to align with the
material’s maximum Young’s modulus, resulting in high stiffness. However, the body
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Table 2. Samples by additive manufacturing

Method Group 1: Geometric
conformal design

Group 2: Principal
stress driven conformal
design

Group 3: von mises
stress driven conformal
design

Top view

Side view

ID GC-Edge GC-BCC PS-Edge PS-BCC vM-
Voronoi

vM-
Delaunay

Mass 8.06 8.71 8.28 8.27 7. 70 8.24

Linear stiffness 75.33 69.60 167.06 72.68 111.33 228.43

center cubic lattice has a 45° orthotropic, meaning that the lattice mainly suffers from
bending forces, resulting in low linear stiffness.

4 Conclusion

This research presents two stress-driven MAS that release the full potential of lattice
material and optimize the mechanical performance of sports helmets. By dividing the
helmets into cells and infilling them with lattice material in a conformal manner under
von Mises stress and principal stress, the density and orientation of the lattice material
can be regulated to achieve functional, lightweight, and customized designs.

Compressive testing verified that the stress-driven methods produced products with
superior performance compared to designs that only considered geometric conformal
design. Additionally, the methods enable products with both high performance and
aesthetically pleasing natural-like structures.

TheMASdriven by the vonMises stress field allows for gradientmaterial population,
while also considering the minimum size features of the lattice material for successful
fabrication. TheMAS driven by the principal stress field can effectively regulate the pop-
ulating orientation of the lattice material for improving stiffness. These design concepts
can be further integrated with a lattice library to meet diverse functional requirements
and personalized user preferences.

The proposed methods have the potential for broad industrial applications, such as
in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and automobiles. The methods can be integrated
into automatic and iterative design progress, such as genetic algorithms, to yield diverse
design outputs with robust mechanical performance.
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